
YOUR NAME

EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

PROPOSED CITY POPULATION

SIMILAR EVENTS IN THE AREA
Please provide links where possible to similar food, beer, wine, etc. events in the area if any.

DESCRIBE MARKET
Briefly describe the vibe/interests in your city.

POTENTIAL DATES 
Please list three ideal dates, taking into account ideal outdoor weather and competing events. 
We recommend at least a 6 month planning period, with 100% venue, date, and time 
confirmation no later than 4 months out. 

ESTIMATED ATTENDANCE (1st year)

GOAL ATTENDANCE (5th year)

PRICING 
We generally operate on a graduated pricing schedule, starting out with ~200 early bird tickets 
and increasing the price in $10 increments every month. Ex: $65 early bird, $75, $85, $95 for 
the last two weeks, and $120 at the door.

VIP SECTION          Y         N         MAYBE

Thank you so much for your interest in planning a Crawfish for Cancer boil in your area! 
Please fill out the following information and either submit it directly or email a copy to 
contact@crawfishforcancer.org. 

CRAWFISH FOR CANCER NEW EVENT PROPOSAL FORM
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POTENTIAL VENUES
Please list two or more. The ideal venue is a centrally or popularly located outdoor space with 
water and electric running to the site. Additional pluses include existing restrooms and adjacent 
covered area in the event of rain.

LOCAL MEDIA
Please list 5 local media outlets you use to find things to do in your area, such as events blogs, 
local TV or radio stations, or market-specific national brands (ex: Thrillist Dallas). 

LOCAL SPONSOR IDEAS
Can include in-kind sponsors such as groceries from markets of Whole Foods, local alcohol, 
food, or drink brands or traditional sponsors from major companies with headquarters or 
frequent contributions in the area.

LOCAL TEAM
Each CfC event has a city-specific team of 4-6 core planners and an additional 10-20 volunteers 
to help promote and/or volunteer during the event. The national team will support and oversee 
event logistics, marketing, etc., but it’s important to have an engaged team on the ground to 
make the event the best it can be and a staple in the community. Team members receive CfC t-
shirts as well as discounted pricing on tickets.

TYPE OF VOLUNTEERS IN MIND: 

SOMETHING WE MISSED? Tell us a little about yourself, your vision for the event, and 
whatever else we left out! 
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